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This popular art aesthetics from the two basic problem is the popular art is 
defined and popular art and the relationship of high art, popular art esthetics research 
is not necessarily need essential definition, there may be more flexible definition. 
High art and popular art is not between the essence of traditional dichotomy duality, 
should be a more flexible and open the dual cognitive replace, cognitive binary 
socialism can be considered one of the most competitive price, the cognition of the 
cognitive style of binary socialist party of value is not fixed, absolutely from 
preconceived notions, but a relative, emotional believe its true. Through the pop art 
esthetics research in the 20th century, and pointed out that in the brief review current 
popular art esthetics research of cognitive binary and traditional binary compared 
more rationality. 
Popular art esthetics research experience of modernist, simple to negation to the 
postmodern attitude, now has entered a critique of pop art based on the value of the 
dig. In the late 1980s, the aesthetic research on popular art from criticism and 
negation to the positive evaluation, popular art aesthetics by more attention to defend 
the two scholars, this is Richard schuster and Allen, respectively, dick property 
ratnayake pragmatism aesthetics and aesthetic anthropology from the point of view of 
pop art to defend, two scholars have very different research perspectives on popular 
art is studied, also brought the pop art research horizons, worthy of people's attention, 
and we believe that may be in two scholars research found in the new era background 
popular art esthetics research trends, populist position and popular art social function 
is one of the most obvious that the two aspects. 
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